
 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 
                                                

DUNDAS D5 COLLECTION 
 
“Urban Punk Jungle… 
 
The Dundas girl prowls. For the fifth Dundas collection, D5, my inspiration comes from a clash of 
day and night, of precious and rock, of couture against the street. It creates a wardrobe of contrasts, 
of outfits as multifaceted as the character of our girl. 
 
Jerry Hall at Le Sept; Debbie Harry at CBGB - two sides of glamour, two alternative visions. These 
two women and these two extremes inspire; fusing their styles together to express the look of today. 
It is a savage breed of chic, where animal markings cling to bodies in sinuous, feline shapes. 
 
There are no boundaries in dressing - utilitarian parkas, casual t-shirts and hooded sweatshirts are 
worn under evening dresses and embellished themselves with intricate embroideries, including 
sequined camouflage and hologram serpent… fabrics contrast between devoré velvets and leather; 
with chantilly lace lingerie worn as casual t-shirt and lace cycling short underpinnings with a sports 
feel. 
 
Colours are powerful: brilliant fuchsia, luminous gold, tropical yellow, and monochrome black and 
white. The silhouette is emphatic; forceful shoulders sketched out in featherweight construction, 
skirts sliced high on the leg. Fabrics are a menagerie of big cat prints – tiger, leopard, cheetah; the 
tone-on-tone markings of the black panther motif, borrowed from my own tattoo, which quickly 
became the Dundas logo; executed in both jacquards and embroideries. Zebra stripes are flock-
printed on guipure lace in a meshing of texture and pattern; reptile and animalier patterns fuse with 
florals in a ‘Tiger Lily’ print. My classic tuxedo is clawed apart and reconfigured into  
an asymmetric mini-dress. 
 
Alongside the raw - the rarefied: a sequence of dresses are embellished in paillettes with beaded 
fringes in silver, gold, black or delicate coloured ombré, inspired by my muses of music and fashion. 
Elaborate and fragile, they are cut with an athletic dynamism and streamlined to the body like a 
second skin. They transform the wearer into an animal of glamour. 
 
Dundas shoes are high, themselves a catfight of animal print clambering around the foot, cut away 
to expose the skin. My dear friend Eugenie Niarchos - a Dundas girl herself – created the jewellery, 
incorporating the Dundas panther suspended from a bold gold chain. 
 
Uncompromising, uninhibited - just like the Dundas girl. These are clothes for the highlights of your 
life.” 
Peter Dundas 

 
  

 
 

 


